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GO-G- O GIRLS
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Council Queries
Saga Service
Student Council Monday night
featured a return visit by Bill
Boyer, chief of the Saga kitchens.
Boyer explained his reasons for
the $12.50 charge for Thanksgiv-
ing meals. He observed that in
creating the Thanksgiving vaca-
tion, the College had moved the
opening date of the fall session
earlier in September. The result
was obviously that the food serv-
ice had to charge for the extra
days this year over Thanksgiving.
Deadline for getting on the
rolls for vacation meals is No-
vember 17. Boyer said this dead-
line is final, and no payment will
be accepted at the doors, the rea-
son being that he must know how
much food to order.
Councilman Biff Butt raised the
question of finances, pointing out
that an $80 hike in board fee
See COUNCIL, Page 8
Villagers
Womens'
A Gambier village council
meeting Monday evening outlin-
ed plans for a comprehensive
master plan for the village, but
turned into a discussion of op-
position among town folk to the
Women's College scheme.
Most vocal among the opposi-
tion was Mrs. Betty Grudier, a
long time resident of Gambier.
"What I'm concerned with," she
said, "is not holding up progress
but this village is beautiful,
even compared to some in New
England. It is a beautiful villag2
unto itself, and I see no reason
to spoil it."
"The College has enough land,"
she went on, "to have the coordi-
nate college as a coordinate col-
lege, and not an integral part of
Kenyon. I'm concerned about the
beauty of the village, and damn-- it
let's keep it that way!"
The Kenyon Provost, Bruce
Haywood, was present but did
not comment.
The master plan under con-
sideration will be worked out
over the next year by the De-
velopment Planning Institute at
Athens. Cost will be $4,750, part
of which might be carried by the
federal government.
The plan will make a complete,
in-de- pth study of the Village
from every point of view. It will
consider principally such things
as economy, population, use of
land, traffic and transportation,
community facilities, and the
central business district.
Debaters Sport
Quick Wits, Win
Kenyon's Debate Society has
gotten off to an impressive start
in this year's intercollegiate com-
petition.
Debating on the national topic
"Resolved that the federal
government should guarantee to
all citizens a minimum annual
cash income," the Kenyon team
has placed in every tournament
it has entered.
The first tournament this year
was held at Capital University
where Stacy Evans and Jeff Butz
ran up a 3- -1 record in a switch-Se- e
DEBATE, Page 2
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Snowy Viet Vigil Tuesday
Scores U.S. War in Asia
"We feel sorrow for the losses
of the people of Viet Nam and
for the tragic waste of American
lives. This vigil is in witness to
this, our national shame."
It was with this apology that
Censure
College
At the end of the study, a com-
prehensive program of develop-
ment and regulatory measures
will be proposed.
See VILLAGERS, Page 4
Blood Drive
Sets New High
The Red Cross blood drive
Ihis past Tuesday met with
gratifying success.
By Ihe end of the day, 202
pints of blood had been donat-
ed by Kenyon students, Bexley
students, and faculty and staff
members, as compared with
last year's record total of 193
pints.
The leading division in the
blood drive was Manning Hall
with 46 of all students there
contributing blood. The Dekes
were second. As a reward for
their performance, the students
in Manning will receive a keg
of beer.
Inner Glows
Ohio Regents Approve
Bio Building Plans
In action made official recently, the Ohio Board of
Regents gave tentative approval on a $675,131 grant from the
federal government for Kenyon's proposed biology building
Mather renovation project.
Kenyon was ranked tenth on a list of 39 approved ap
plications, which gives the Col
lege high priority when Congress
allocates funds for collegiate
spending later this year.
The grant represents one-thir- d
of the building costs. Kenyon
hopes to win a substantial three
per cent loan from the govern-
ment, bringing the federal part
to 75 per cent and leaving
$515,000 to be provided by the
College's Capital Funds Drive.
The bill funding the Housing
and Urban Development Board,
which is needed before Kenyon's
appropriation can get final ap-
proval, is currently before confer-
ence committe. Approval was ex-
pected in October, according t3
I Sam Lord, Vice President for
Finance, but he said Congress
will act before they adjourn next
month. He indicated the same
shortage of funds plagues most
government agencies at this
time.
Lord said he felt Kenyon would
not suffer if HUD were under-appropriat- ed
by Congress. Th3
See REGENTS, Page 4
Aggressive
New Place
Richard C. Rubenstein
". . . God is dead."
nants of the Hill crowd) Friday
evening, and 1 to 3 a.m. Sat.
See DANCE, Page 2
Fall Dance Descends Again
Fall dance descends this year
amid predictions of snow and cold
weather, but indoor flames prom-
ise a warm glow for Kenyon men.
Festivities for the Fall rites roll
off Friday with a Rosse Hall show
to be thrown by the so-call- ed
"Magnificent Men," a group with
several albums under its belt and
appearances in reknowned east-
ern theatres. They have been
variously described as "great imi-
tators and excellent musicians."
This 8-- 10 p.m. "concert" will
also feature the "Royal Esquires,"
performing with a female vocal-
ist named Donna Anderson. Ad-
mission will be $2.50 the couple
with coat, tie and dress required.
Fraternity parties that night
will run from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Saturday morning.
For those who disdain the vul-
garities of the Hill that evening,
the Film Society will present
showings of Jules and Jim un-
der Social Committee auspices.
the Kenyon Committee to End
the War in Viet Nam sponsored
its first Peace Vigil Tuesday.
Prompted by the presence of
Navy recruiting personnel in
Peirce Hall, members of the com-
mittee gathered in front of Peirce
around their banner stating: "We
Oppose the American War in
Viet-Nam-
."
There they kept the Vigil for
twelve hours until 7 p.m., while
distributing hundreds of mimeo-
graphed statements of their intent
and conviction. During that time,
their ranks varied in size from
the four all-da- y devotees to over
50 sympathizers who joined them
at meal times.
In the course of the cold,
snowy day, the usual perjoratives
were thrown at committee mem-
bers, as well as occasional mis-
siles over the Tower.
During lunch, a large and noisy
group gathered opposite the pro-
testers, to project either their
persons or their witness. The re-
cruiters, upon arrival, are report-
ed to have greeted the protesters
with, "We're against the war too,
gents." Later, one stated: "God
must be on the side of the Navy."
Througout the day, various con-
versational exchanges with the
Navy recruiters were initiated by
KCEWVN members, who were
received cordially but often curt-
ly.
The purpose of the Vigil, as
stated by KCEWVN vice-preside- nt
Steve Silber, was twofold:
See VIGIL, Page 4
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FALL MERRYMAKERS the "Magnificent Men" will be on hand
Friday night for the opening of the 1967 Fall Dance Spectacular.
Computer Solves
All Personal Woes
Marshall MacLuhan himself
would be proud of Kenyonian
Match, Gambier's answer to the
medium, the message, and the
mixer.
Guaranteed girls, or at least the
opportunity to focus on a few,
have been promised to all Ken-yonm- en
creative and honest
enough to participate in this no-
blest of experiments. All that is
needed is a spirit of adventure, a
sense of the pioneering spirit and
an avid interest in the opposite
sex.
Senior Mike Gaynon, who con-
ducts this service with Paul Friis-Mikkels- on,
expressed enthusiasm
over the program's possibilities.
He claimed that the names of at
least four ready, willing, and able
Ohio-are- a co-e- ds would be given
via data processing to every
ambitious Kenyon man submit-Se- e
COMPUTER, Page 7
Israelis Fill
in World
by Richard Alper
"We're living in the Dark Ages
now. With the Death of God
you're less capable of surviving
now than back in the jungles.
There are no moral judgements."
So spoke Rabbi Richard L. Ru-benste- in
in a talk entitled "The
Impact of the Six Days War on
Jewish Theology" delivered Sun-
day evening in Lower Dempsey.
"The world is revealed in
'frightened naked barbarity,'
without a God," he said. Man has
lost his stable moorings and his
perspective of right and wrong.
There is an infinite nothing; no
reality independent of the human
body or community.
Rubenstein drew this conclu-
sion from a study of Jewish his-
tory and current events. Jews
have been safe targets as political
scapegoats because they have
been a minority.
In dealing with ruling majority,
they have developed two defense
See RUBENSTEIN, Page 7
College Plans Programs
For Ford Foundation
Kenyon College this week is
planning its response to an invita-
tion from the Ford Foundation to
submit proposals for a program
the Foundation might fund.
The program proposal is a five-yea- r,
humanities, matching grant
proposition, at expense of about
$25,000 per annum.
"This should not be thought of
as a formal program," the Pro-
vost, Bruce Haywood said. The
plan is intended to serve a vari-
ety of interests and points of
view.
Funds would be provided for
See APPLICATION, Page 2
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"All the while, believe me, I prayed
our night would last twice as long.'
Sappho
The Advisor System
When the Provost spoke at an assembly last year on
the new curriculum, one of the questions asked ham was
whether the faculty intended to improve the advisor system.
Indeed, improvement there seemed an absolute necessity with
the new complicated, and highly personalized free and guided
elective scheme.
We have heard from several sources of attempts to in-
form faculty members about the program as a whole, and pre-
sumably to inform them about the programs of other depart-
ments. However, the results of any such discussions have not
been apparent.
We talked this matter over with about 15 freshmen re-
cently. None of them indicated satisfaction with his advisor.
In almost all cases, the advisor's role to them had been simply
to get them signed up for courses, and not to give them sub-
stantial advice. Only in rare cases does it seem an advisor had
been able to discuss programs in other departments with any
degree of competence.
It seems that the advisor system is a keystone of the
new curriculum, at least for the first-ye- ar student. While no
body is going to make academic mistakes he will regret for the
rest of his life during the first week of College, there are cer-
tainly pitfalls he could avoid with a complete advising program.
Perhaps one of the problems with the system as it now
stands is simply the rush to get things done in orientation
week, with probably twenty minutes alloted to a session be-
tween an advisor and a freshman who might have no idea in
the world what he plans to do, or worse, might have the wrong
idea.
We are not certain what solution might be found for this
problem whether the current system should be revamped,
or discarded for some completely new scheme. But in any case,
we would recommend it as a top priority concern for the Fac-
ulty Council this year.
DWH
Debate
Continued from Page 1
side format (two rounds of af-fimati- ve,
two of negative).
At Manchester College, the Ken-yo- n
novice negative team of
Richard Baehr and Terry Durica
placed third out of 26 teams in
their division with a record of
4-- 0. At the same tourney, Butz
took second in extemporaneous
speaking, and a fourth in prepar-
ed oratory.
The most recent tournament
was held last Saturday at Ohio
State, where a Kenyon four man
team of Butz, Kim Byham, Evans
and Kendall Moore produced a
second place trophy in the 15-tea- m
competition. The other Ken-
yon .men entered posted a 4-- 4
mark.
Kenyon will hold its second
debate tournament the weekend
of Feb. 17 and 18. Scheduled are
six rounds of switchside.
The Kenyon team will take to
the road next at Niagara Univer-
sity Dec. 2.
Copy Editors: Tom Au
Andrew Bergman
Foreign Correspondents:
Tom Lifson
James Fine
Photographic Staff
Head, Steven Willner
Joe France
Bill Taggart
Phil Rizzo
Advertising Larry Stuart
Circulation Carl E. Olsson
Advisor Gordon Johnson
Dance
Continued from Page 1
Saturday evening fraternity
parties will fire up at 8 p.m., to
be followed by the four-ho- ur
Peirce Hall shindig at 11 p.m.
The Peirce Hall affair will fea-
ture the "Four O'Clock Balloons,"
a mindbending outfit, and the
"Chandlers," both of which are
reknowned at Kenyon for previ-
ous appearances.
Parties will most likely be
tapering off Sunday, and the
maintenance crew will return to
the Hill Monday to see what can
be salvaged.
Application
Continued from Page 1
faculty projects for summer
work, travel, sculpting and a
number of other interests. "The
idea is to encourage development
of new approaches to the human-
ities," the Provost commented.
The final proposals will be filed
with Ford November 15.
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Women's Plans
To The Student Body:
The purpose of this letter is to
initiate discussion of what is at
this time a sketchy proposal for
the improvement of social life at
Kenyon (or in the Kenyon com-
munity) after the coming of the
women's college. As things stand,
social life centers in the fraterni-
ties. While lounge areas are being
provided in the women's dormi-
tories, it is hard to imagine them
being used for anything but polite
socializing. It is equally hard to
imagine fraternities accommo-
dating two campuses Kenyon
men and their dates and X
women and their dates. What is
more, I don't think that fraternity
lounges would be the best places
to entertain women during the
week.
A social center or student union
has been discussed, and (I think
rightfully) rejected. Two main
reasons for rejection were put
forward. First, a college owned
and operated building would put
off a lot of students. Second, and
this is related to the first, in a
relatively small college it is hard
to use a building of that sort
efficiently.
The Provost has said that he
hopes some private person will
come in and establish something
along the lines of a rathskeller.
What I want to suggest is that
we shouldn't wait for someone
from the outside to take the ini-
tiative for satisfying our needs.
If the money could be raised, I'd
like to see a building erected that
would become a community pro-
ject. The basic structure, the
husk, would have to be built by
contractors. But the interior could
be done largely by students and
faculty working together. It
would be a good way to introduce
women into the community.
Here are some characteristics
I think the building should have.
It should be spacious basically
one big room with a high ceiling.
It should be furnished and lighted
in such a way that no one would
fear to spill beer on the floor or
hesitate to carve his initials in the
tables. It should be possible to
partition it to permit more than
one function to occur at a time,
or to provide intimacy when de-
sirable.
The building should have two
main functions. It should be a
beer hall serving sandwiches and
maybe some more elaborate food,
and it should be used for sched-
uled and impromptu readings,
musical recitals, skits, short plays,
See PLANS, Page 8
Council Asking Funds
For Increased Costs
Student Council is currently
circulating a petition for a $5
increase in the general fee
which requires signatures of 50
per cent of the student body.
According to Jeffrey Fisher,
Student Council President, the
funds are badly needed to fi-
nance the Council's numerous
projects. He listed Gilbert and
Sullivan, which will no longer
be financed by Special Projects,
and rising costs of the publica-
tions Reveille, Hika, and
Colllegian.
In addition, a number of new
projects, including a poetry
workshop, will have to receive
Council money. Fisher said
that the increase is a necessity
if Council is to continue its role
of student campus iinancier
Drug Interview
Ex-Dru- g Chief Pans
Narcotic Bureau Work
Senate's Committee on Drugs
recently quizzed Fred V. Bland,
a former Narcotics Bureau of-
ficial, on his experience and feel-
ings about the Bureau.
Bland, 79, a former pharmicist
and Chief Drug Inspector of Wis-
consin until 1953, spoke out
Public Relations
To the Editor:
Last year there were several
letters to The Collegian accusing
the Public Relations Department
of gross incompetence. It was
pointed out that many of the
most newsworthy events at Ken-
yon receive no publicity. An ex-
ample qf this was the Civil
Rights Conference. The excuse
given by the P. R. Deparment for
this omission was that if one is
involved in something he thinks
might be of public interest, it is
his responsibility to bring it to
P.R. P.R. has neither the per-
sonnel nor the inclination to
search out the news.
I considered this unfortunate
but not entirely unjustifiable.
P.R. has as little money and is as
inadequately staffed as any de-
partment at this college.
Last Saturday the Kenyon de-
bate team won second place at
the Central Ohio Debate Tourna-
ment held at Ohio State. We as-
sumed that this was of some news
value and I decided to see Peter
Edwards about it. I knew that
my local papers, for instance,
would be interested as they carry
twice-week- ly accounts of the de-
bate activities of a neighboring
college, and no one from the local
area is even a member of the
team.
I went to see Mr. Edwards on
Monday. He was out of town
and, consequently, no news could
be processed. I was told he would
be in the next day. Tuesday I
again went and again he was out
of town "having been called out
unexpectedly." He was not ex-
pected back until Thursday, at
the earliest. I can understand
that some emergency might have
arisen to prevent Mr. Edwards'
being there, but it is inexcusable
that, when he is away, no news
can be released unless previously
processed. Because of his ab-
sence, the release on this particu-
lar event can probably not be
made until Monday and so, by
the time the newspapers receive
it, it will be quite stale.
It should be noted that in the
P.R. office in addition to Mr. Ed-
wards are one full time assistant,
a secretary, and numerous stu-
dent workers to do the manual
jobs (folding and stuffing let-
ters). I fail to see why Mr. Ed-
wards has set up an operation
that is entirely dependent on his
own presence.
Don't get the impression that
P.R. doesn't do anything. Some
events get a great deal of cover-
age. There were three different
releases on the Warsaw Quintet,
for instance. Every Wednesday
detailed descriptions of the Ken-
yon football game of the previous
Saturday are received by the Co-
lumbus and Cleveland papers. I
am sure you have seen the ex-
tensive coverage we get in The
Plain Dealer a week after our
game.
Of course, we all think our ac-
tivities are important, but that
can only be decided by the news-
papers. I think the football re-
leases should be continued to be
sent, especially to the local pa-
pers of the members of the team.
Likewise, having the Warsaw
Quintet here may have tremen-Se- e
RELATIONS, Page 8
sharply against the policies of
the Bureau, which was formed
to control illegal drugs in 1914.
Bland laid heavy emphasis on
the Narcotic Bureau's "condition-
ing" the American public to be-
lieve that a drug addict or user
is an "out and out criminal," and
must be treated as a criminal. He
observed that recent work by
Governor Pat Brown of Cali-
fornia directed at rehabilitating
drug addicts has been fought at
every turn, simply because the
conditioning has branded addicts
as hopeless criminals.
He attributed this policy to the
Bureau's late chief of 50 years,
Harry Anslinger, who Bland said
"reigned as a virtual drug tsar."
Under Anslinger's direction, the
Bureau worked in every way
possible to make itself more
powerful. "All this is very poli-
tical with drugs," Bland said, and
pointed out that the major in-
tent of a Bureaucracy such as
Anslinger's is to increase its size
and influence.
Working toward this end, An-
slinger went to Congress many
times asking for larger appropria
tion or tighter laws, and usually
getting what he wanted without
question. "The Bureau did not
care about the ramifications of a
particular decision, such as list-
ing codeine or marijuana as a
narcotic," Bland said. Under
Anslinger's direction, such things
as codeine were put on the nar-
cotic list, ' making the United
States the only country in the
world listing such a wide and
inaccurate range of narcotics.
As one particular example, he
related that during his work in
Wisconsin a man bought a gallon
of paregoric (a medicant, used on
young children's gums, which
contains minute traces of mor-
phine) , and Anslinger put it on
the narcotic list. ' Bland pointed
out the incredible red tape re-
quired in obtaining morphine,
which is usually needed on very
short notice.
Speaking of psychedelic drugs,
Bland said there is no case for or
against them at this time, but the
Narcotic Bureau is doing the
same thing now it once did with
marijuana. He said "the more at-
tention you pay to these things,
the more trouble they become."
Speaking along these lines,
Bland said Anslinger's repressive
policies have only made the prob-
lem worse. In Britain, he pointed
out, where a fix can be had for
about 15 cents, there were 355
known addicts out of 50 million
people in a study conducted in
the 1950's by New York Governor
Nelson Rockefeller. Bland indi-
cated the number has increased
since the survey. Long before
then, Anslinger reported 80,000
addicts in the U.S., but the New
York Bureau contradicted him
with 100,000 in that city alone.
Bland noted the "absurd" laws
on marijuana, and called cigarette
smoking a much worse health
threat. Using the criterion of
withdrawal effects (sickness
when a use of a drug is stopped),
marijuana cannot be classified as
a narcotic, he pointed out.
TYPING
MRS. RAY MIKLOS
1006 E. Oak
Mt. Vernon 397-960- 7
The Rendezvous
Dine at the Best
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Dancers
A Going
by Sieve Silber
Seven nights out of every
week, Route 229 is clogged with
carloads of screaming Kenyonites
"firing into town." For what do
they make this perilous voyage?
For food? Beer? Or is it to view
reverently the most adored of
women the go-g- o girl?
Mount Vernon is blessed with
several charming go-goe- rs, but
the most popular are Barbara at
Anton's, and Linda and Barb at
Steve's.
Barbara, 19, grew up in Mil-lerstow- n,
er Millersburg, I mean
Martinsburg." She had no trouble
remembering that she started go-goi- ng
at the Horseshoe Club in
Newark, Ohio, about two years
ago and has been traveling the
go-g- o circuit every since. "I
really like dancing," she bubbled,
"I mean its fun. Sure, some of
the guys stare at you funny and
want to pick you up, but what doyou expect. I sort of like it."
Paula, Anton's lesser known
dancing seductress, frequently
disappears upstairs and then re-
fuses to come down. "She's al-
ways doing this," Barbara ex-
plained, "and her husband and
Anton sure get mad."
Linda, 19 and incredibly well- - ;
built, started at Anton's last year I
and came to Steve's for what she
claimed was better pay. "The
competition's getting pretty stiff,"
she said, "and you have to
work the good bars." Linda was
married last September to an 18year old Centerburg High School
senior and already regrets her
move. "I guess I'm just too wild.My husband," she said disgust-
edly, "is always to tired." But
Linda didn't look tired at all and
said she would dance "as long as
my legs hold up. I love it." Her
advice to Kenyon students:
"Watch out for Joey, she's really
strange."
Barb, who had her name carv-
ed on her wrist "so I don't forget
it when I'm drunk," started at
Anton's seven months ago and
Carmichael and Charles V. Ham
ilton. Random House, $4.95.
For certain basic reasons, Black
Power has been a controversial
and little understood, philosophy.
The white racists have identified
it as showing the true subver-sivene- ss
of the black movement
in tnis country. The white "lib-
erals" have misread Black Power
as a black racist movement thai
is demagogic in tone, and exclu-
sively black in its appeal. Even
the black man (and this is tha
expression the authors use rather
than the white power structure's
coined term "Negro") has been
coniused by the seeming contra-
diction of Black Power doctrines
and the integration appeal of thapast ten years. But most signifi-
cantly, the philosophy's expon-
ents are perfectly clear about
what they mean, and surprisingly
when their message appears on
the printed page it seems less
fiery, and more practical than
anyone who knows of it only
through mass news madia chan-
nels would believe.
What I will attempt to do in
this review is present in as con
in Vernon
Concern
has been exciting go-g- o girl fans
ever since. She sleeps most of
the day and is constantly bother-
ed by the fear of losing her
clothes. "My strap just plain
snapped the other day," she
blushed. "I grabbed myself and
idu io tne Datnroom. It was
funny 'cause all the men cheer-
ed."
Indeed, all Kenyon men shouH
be grateful to the Mount Vernon
go-g- o girls. For in the long
weeks between those fabulous
dance weekends, they help recall
remembrances of dates from
long ago.
A going chickie
Stokely Philopsohizes
Black Power Last
by Richard A. Baehr
Black Power: The Politics of Lib- -
erafion in America, by Stokely
j
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I Vigil
Continued from Page I
(1) "To express our opposition to
the government war at every
level; and (2) to confront theKenyon community with signifi-
cant numbers of people stronelv
opposed to the present Admini-
stration policy in Viet Nam."
He also suggested the Vigil was
undertaken in hopes of generat-
ing discussion and debate
war, both in and out of the nnpn
meetings of the KCEWVN.
Silber exDrpqsprl thp rv.v,;
"JS. lllHiliLtee's satisfaction with the Vigil
uom as a witness and as a cata
iyst tor further discussion. He
hopes the interest visible on
Tuesday will continue to manifest
itself in attendance at the Wed.
evening (10 p.m.) meetings. "We
feel it was succesful, and that it
will encourage us to do more, be-
ginning with a discussion of thehistory of the American involve-
ment in Viet Nam by Professor
Alan Shavzin sometime next
week.
Regents
Conlinued from Page 1
regents will probably cut back on
the low priority projects rather
than take something from all
plans, he indicated.
Lord observed that he is quite
pleased with the Regents' ap-
proval, and said: "It is certainly
a big step forward for us."
Villagers
Continued from Page 1
Several townfolk expressed
concern over an apparent lack of
communication between the
Gambier planners and Perkins &
Will, architectural consultants for
Kenyon. Bill McKinley, repre-
sentative of the Institute, said his
group hopes to work closely with
the College in the future. He cit
ed a functional interrelation-
ship" between Village and
Barton Blain, Gambier Solici-
tor, pointed out that the College
will at times do things in its own
interests which will be resistedby the Village. The whole com-
prehensive plan, he pointed out,
will not represent complete ac-
cord, but will be a series of nec
essary compromises.
Hope for Peace
cise a way as possible the phi-
losophy, because I think it is the
most meaningful way of handling
this potentially explosive book.
In essence. Black Po WPr 1C a
call for the black man in America
to organize politically. The argu
ment is that through political
strength will come economic and
social benefits, and political
strength will come only when the
black man has discarded the "go- -
biuw pnuosopny - or the "we can
get it through traditional chan-
nels" approach, and realize that
only black people who have in
mind the interests of black people
can serve their cause.
The cleverest and most accept-
able part of black power's phil
osophy is the "need case." What
Carmichael and Hamilton have
done is discard the sweet
talk, and call the colonial op-
pression of their race in this
country what it is white
power exploitation and subjaga-tio- n.
What this has produced is a
grave psychological problem a- -
mong Negroes in addition to their
economic woes. For thev havP
What the authors conclude is that
if there is to be integrated society
in America, it must mean it isjust as good to be a black Ameri-
can as to be a white American.
This is not the goal of the current
integration movement, and has
not been since 1954. This move-
ment has rather tried to force the
black man on the white society,
but make him socially acceptable
at the same time.
Black Power's nro?ram i
less explosive than its goals
tne elimination of white racism,
the equality of Necrops
whites on all levels, and the de
velopment of a black minority
that will stick together for its
own benefits as other minorities
have in this country.
The first step in the program is
a realization and dp
a black community, a black con
sciousness and awarPnp w
--j ui LilCprooiems of racism in this coun-
try. The next step is political
modernization, and this institu-
tional change has three steps l)questioning old values and insti
tutions ot them society,auLjei , 2) searchrch- -wst their own sense of indentity. mg for new and different form- -
uui sure or wnether to oi political structure to snW
emulate the white man, and gain
iub acceptance, or resist his op-pression and work for liberation.
political and economic problems,
and 3) broadening the base of
See STOKELY, Page 8
by James Fine
Collegian Foreign Correspondenl
BEIRUT, Lebanon A
Westerner, and particularly an
American, living in the Arab
world in this uneasy time soon
experiences many conflicting
claims on his loyalty.
If he is typical, he comes here
with a good deal of svmnathv fnr
Israel and her efforts to secure
herself in a land where she is
vastly outnumbered and sur
rounded by a desert of hnstilit
After being here a while that
sympathy might even increase
somewhat, because it becomes ap-parent that Israel, by comparison
With the Arah ennntri ;wv-.iu- u.ij, is aWestern nation and thinks and
acts much more in ways to which
we are accustomed. But nn thP
other hand one of the simplest
iacts of human psychology is to
sympathize with and adjust your
views in the direction of those
around you. Living among these
people and especially bprnm in a
friendly with Palestinians whose
fathers left their lands as Ion? a.
twenty years ago, and West
Bankers who recently left their
nomes and can recount theirflight to the sound of shell fire
and strafing planes, it is impos-
sible not to feel the tragedy of
their plight. Aside from the hu-
man influences working on an
American here, a study of the
Arab-Israe- li conflict puts Israel in
a more questionable light than
could be imagined by someone
not acquainted with the historical
background and development of
the conflict.
When the Arabs doggedly re-
iterate their claims that Israel
has no right to exist in Palestine
as an exclusively racial state, no
matter how foreign to American
opinion this claim may be, the
Arabs can be seen to have cause
to feel this way. And, moreover,
they have an amount of evidence
to justify their claim. The uncon-trole- d
immigration of large num-
bers of European Jews to Pale
stine between the world wars,
what the Arabs assert wa thl
unbearably unjust partition of
Palestine in 1947, and the sub
j-- .,. cAausiuri or Israel intnree wars, are all facets of theArab argument. The upshot of
ineir argument is that Tsrapl
imposed on the Arab world by
uie west an attempt to right
wrongs inflicted on the Jewishpeople by European powers, and
solution to Western problems
oy ioisting them on the Arabs
Therefore, the West, and particu-larly the U.S. who supports and,
the Arabs sav. can rnntrr.1 Tc-o- oi
should set about to ameliorate
the injustices done to the Arab
countries. Indeed, Arabs here
often sound like an echo of anti-
war sentiment at home with their
call for a moral Amerirar, fnromn
policy.
To examine the valirlitv f
these claims is impossible here.
See ARABS, Page 8
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Collegian Hemingways
Report From Abroad
rab World Seen
Disjointed With
Western Philosophy!
Japanese Life
lien Beneath
American Surface
by Tom Lifson
Collegian Foreign Correspondenl
TOKYO, Japan Probably
very few Kenyon students are
aware that opportunities exist for
them to leave the womb-lik- e
security of the Gambier micro-
cosm, and find out what life is
like on the nthpr ciHp r,f
world.
Few environments could be
found which would contrast more
with Gambier and Kenyon than
Waseda University here in Tokyo.
Kenyon students can attend the
International Division of Waseda,
a school which lacks a hitch-hikin- g
bench, but does have its own
subway station.
Life in Toyko resembles life in
most mega-citi- es superficially
the train and subway rides, the
crowds, and the polluted airbut Tokyo is in Japan, whichgives it a character entirely dif-
ferent from anyplace else. The
Western traditions of thought andlife are still basically alien toJapan, and just beneath the sur-
face of Europeanized Tokyo, one
finds that East is indeed East andWest is West.
A Westerner grows up taking
many assumptions for erantpH t-- ,
the extent of speaking about "na-
tural" or "God-give- n" rights of
men. In Japan this tradition is
foreign, and is not really accept-
ed, except in the U.S.-impos- ed
system of government, where itis a matter of form, not practice.
One is constantly challenged byJapanese tradition and custom to
re-thi- nk those things that
taken for-grant- ed. In this lies
the greatest value of life in aforegn culture. The GLCA pro-
gram, by having students learn
as much Japanese as possible,
and by having them live ,;tv.
Japanese families, immerses stu-
dents in Japanese life to thegreatest extent possible.
Waseda University is big(38,000) and highly prestigious,
ranging from left of Mao to Tito-is- t,
with a few radical rightistgroups thrown in for
International Division has classes
in English, taught by Japanese
professors.
No previous study of Japanese
is required for students who wish
to enter the Japan program of
the GLCA. The program begins
at the end of June, when you
leave for Japan. The summer is
spent in intensive language tibroken by intervals when you arefree to wander all nvPr
In September, classes start at
Waseda, lasting until th
June the next year.
These are the drv fant ,i,;i.
do nothing to convev thp r--h.
acter of the opportunity which
exists for Kenyon students tolearn about JaDan anrl ah,t
themselves. Future reports wi!;. .
attempt to cover more cleariv tha' '
nature of life in thp
.1,.
milieu.
SHIRTS
5 for $1.00
(with this coupon)
Savings of 500
Swanson Cleaners
Mount Vernon
Shopping Plaza
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Red November Bears Soviet Birth
As World Waits Behind Blackout
November 7, 1917 saw the greatest mayorality victory of Tammany Hall in New York
history to that time. John F. Hylan carried the ticket that also gave women the vole in New
York stale. In Ohio, a majority of 8,000 turned back yet another prohibition vote.
No doubt these seemed important events. But word was just beginning to filter out about
a far more important event of November 17, 1917. Half a world away, a group of men vari-
ously called the Maximisis, the Red Guard, or the Bolsheviki had seized control of the
Russian government in Petrograd.
For ten days, nobody was sure exactly what was happening in Russia. The New York
Times seemer as confused as anybody, but its columns reflected the one certainty of that
crucial week almost everybody, including most of the Russians at one time or another, were
dead set against the Reds. But as the week progressed, the news reports diverged more and
more sharply from the world's wishful thinging summed up in the off-repeat- ed sentence:
"Petrograd is not Russia."
Suddenly, on the evening of November 1213, the opposition ceased, Moscow was
taken, and a fresh snow falling on the Russian cities gave a sparkling quality io the air
the symbol of an incredible Bolshevik victory. The world faced for the first time the incarna-
tion of Karl Marx' theories under the brutal leadership of Lenin and Trotsky.
The first news broke on the eighth, Thursday, when the Times reported Bolshevik take-
overs in the Petrograd telegraph and communications centers. The report confidently af-
firmed Premier Kerensky had taken "numerous precautions ... to thwart the threatened
outbreak." Kerensky merely said that he "considered part of the population of Petrograd
in a state of revolt."
That day the editorial page of the Times carried a letter to the editor from an American
in Petrograd saying the new freedom's greatest boon (following Nicholas' abdication) was
religious liberty. "For the first lime in all the centuries, Russia is permitted to think," the
letter said, "and not secretly, stealthily, and in hiding."
That day, the Bolsheviks were taking over, as Alan Moorhead describes, "stealthily
pouncing on one stronghold after another, until like a house thai has been ealen out by
white ants . . . the whole edifice of government collapsed."
The next day, the ninth, the Italians lost 17,000 men in a single battle, the first Ameri-
can artillery unit went into action in France, and Premier Kerensky fled Petrograd. The
New York stock market look one of its most drastic drops of the year, with slocks falling
off four to eleven points.
In the Times, a man named Alexander Sakonosvsky predicted the revolution would be
good, because the Bolsheviks would surely fall and Grand Duke Michael would succeed to a
constitutional throne. Sakhonovsky said it for the first of many times: "All Russia outside
of Petrograd will stand together."
Bui in Petrograd, everything was quiet and normal. A noonday band accompanied the
guard of relief as usual. People stood in the usual long lines before the provision stores,
and children played innocently in the parks. There were few armed men.
In Spartansburg, South Carolina, the mood was different. The word "embark" was
magic to the many armed men there, American trainees who immediately saw in the Russian
Revolution the end of the Russian front and complete American involvement in the West.
Washington saw the same implication, but was not jubilant. Diplomats clung io the
belief that the revolt was local, and extended carte blanche diplomatic recognition io any-
body who would oppose the revolutionaries. The army was seen as the main hope of ihe
loyalists, if only it would slay loyal. But that was in doubt. Even the possibility of Japanese
military aid through Vladivostok over the trans-Siberi- a railroad was considered.
The Times that day recalled Leon Trotsky's stay in New York, which had ended with
the Tsar's abdiclion in March. He had escaped a shanghai attempt in Spain, and made his
way to New York, where he had shared the wealth with local communists. They were con-
siderably miffed when the revolutionary departed on short notice, leaving all their furniture
unguarded.
The Times' editorials for that entire week make interesting reading for their single-minde- d
denunciation of Kerensky for not using Bolshevik blood-tactic- s attains! the Bolshe-
viks. The editor drew a comparison between Ihe idealism of Kerensky and that of Robe-
spierre, neither of whom he' felt accomplished anything.
The next day, the tenth, the Bolsheviks made their first concrete moves to secure ihe
peasants' loyally, and at ihe same time declared a unilateral three-mont- h Iruce with Germany,
much to Washington's horror. The announcement was made on the famed sort of raised
platform ihe Reds used so often then. Next io Lenin on ihe platform "Leon Trotzsky was
sealed, carefully groomed, smiling, and triumphant in workman's garb. Nicholai Lenine,
quiet, reserved and studious sal beside him . . . The room was crowded with delegates, soldiers
presiding."
Washington still believed ihe army would tip ihe balance against ihe Reds. Diplomats
believed a strong man would yel emerge for the cause of good. The Bolsheviks, they be-
lieved "had seized control by appeals to the dark and ignorant minds of the populace," and
had ignored the army which would noi follow so easily.
Bui Ihe revolt was spreading nonetheless in Karkoff, the local Soviet had been rec-
ognized by ihe lownfolk, and ihe same thing was happening elsewhere. The Times could only
reiterate what il had said once before: "Troisky is eviraordinarily clever and quite unscrup-
ulous."
An editorial in a Russian newspaper in Petrograd written by one Ivan Okunlsoff,
moaned thai Lenin was on the same track Nicholas Romanoff had followed "the yoke of
absolutism and the Stale Church." Bui the Bolsheviks will fail, he affirmed, and ihen he
added lhal faleful senience: "Petrograd is not Russia."
Contrasting strangely to ihe usual attiludes toward the peasants noted above was an
anonymous Russian diplomat who said: "The mass of Russians are not unreasonable ... a
government which offers liberty instead of license, organization instead of chaos, victory in-
stead of defeat will emerge and be accepted." Lenin will win temporary success as Robe-
spierre did (again, the comparison), but the downtrodden masses will noi swallow il.
"Paris may be France," he concluded, "but Petrograd is not Russia."
And Ihen the eleventh, Sunday, Kerensky pulled ihe main headlines again by reap-paarin- g
after three days at ihe head of an army of undetermined size. Petrograd was said
io be wavering. The Russian embassy in ihe U.S. finally denounced Lenin.
Il seemed ihe lide of battle was turning.
The editorial page of the Times joined the paper tiger effort by denouncing Lenin and
Troisky in no uncerlain terms. The edilor asseried the Bolsheviks were io be the first of
several "glib and shallow" failures in Russian government because ihey could not possibly
deliver the pie in Ihe sky they promised. Bui sooner or later, the people would lire of such
government and support one which "would noi enrich anybody at the expense of anybody
else." Ominously, thai day saw a man named Dzhugashvili, alias Stalin, named Minister of
Nationalities, a posl in charge of Ihe affairs of different nationalities within Russia.
Bui Kerensky's army was marching io save Ihe slale.
For several days, there were reporls only of clashes, with no decisive results. A re-
port said Troisky had been launled by rebellious officials. The Cossacks Had supposedly
See RUSSIAN REVOLUTION. Page 6
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Phil Rizzo
Plaudits to Hill Grew
For Cryptic 'Caretaker'
by Paul Douglas
Art need not solve a problem.
In fact, it is often the case that
an artist will purposely elect to
work in a somewhat obscured or
cryptic but not ambiguous
medium, his aim being not to hide
some message or withhold some
truth, but merely to entice the
viewer and make his encounter
with the work of art more per-
sonal, more meaningful.
This is especially true of the
theater arts and in particular of
Harold Pinter's The Caretaker,
which was presented last week at
the Hill Theater. An enigmatic
play, The Caretaker is the kind
of artistic endeavor which elicits
the feeling that it must make a
definitive statement, take a stand,
or solve a problem. But it
doesn't.
Because of Ihis, many in the
audience were disappointed, but
none too nonplussed to offer an
interpretation of a play which is
best left undissected. "I think it
was a marvelous satire on the
British E.npire," quipped one Mt.
Vernon Theater buff while don-
ning her wrap in the cloakroom.
Even were there to be offered an
Honors English course in super-advanc- ed
Pinter it could only
prove so useful as the History of
the British Empire course in
which at least one (and we might
suspect more) of Mount Vernon's
matrons is enrolled.
In the most effective six-charact- er
rotation, both David Robinson
and Michael O'Brien effectively
portrayed the once clairvoyant
but now distant Aston. Robinson's
constrained delivery was matched
by O'Brien's calculated move-
ments. Whether meticulously
making his bed or scrtinizing a
plug or dressing himself, O'Brien
always kept an almost mathemat-
ical grip on his gestures. Perhaps
only once, when gaily snapping
a towel at a fly in mid-ai- r, did
his gestures seem less than con-
trolled and unintentionally comic.
Robinson's characterization in-
cluded more nervous hands
thrust into his pockets yet
more spontaneous gestures, Rob-
inson's soliloquy at the end of Act
II, in which he relates his ex-
perience in a mental hospital and
the effects of a poorly administer-
ed shock treatment to Davies, is
one of the most forceful and
moving parts of the play.
Although no less complex a
character than his brother, Mick's
effectiveness is in large part
determined by his dress, manner-
isms, gesticulations, tone of voice
rather than by the content of his
speeches. Whereas it was vital
to the play that we know exactly
OUR PLACE
behind Farr Hall
hot sandwiches
homemade pie
what happened to Aston, it makes
little difference ' whether Micks
imaginary penthouse has tables
"in a Fromosia teak veneer" and
"armchairs in oatmeal tweed, a
beach frame settee with a woven
sea-gra- ss seat" or Danish modern
as long as the hyperbolic is
achieved, the extravagance noted,
the idea of a punk designing a
palace grasped. Both Tony Hills
and Mark Johnson convey this
temperment.
On the whole, Johnson's per-
formance is very good. But his
attitude toward Davies becomes
too vehement. Here is where
manner, gesture, tone of voice in
particular are important. Johnson
spits out the "who do you bank
with" speech like an attack, not
the proposition that it is. His re-
tort, "I was just doing some
spring cleaning" is intentionally
sardonic, not just mentioned in
passing by way of explanation of
his bizarre antics. Mills seems
more aware that Pinter has pack-
ed so much contempt and scorn
into Mick's lines that many of
them need only be uttered for
it to be realized. Johnson's per-
formance is not lacking for pas-
sion, but Mills peak emotional
powers are withheld, subtlely,
until they are most needed in the
Buddha-smashi- ng scene in which
Mick stops toying with Davies and
decides to "Chuck it in," to end
the game. At this point Johnson's
almost run the emotional gamut,
whereas Mills passion is just
fully realized. But as I said, both
create vivid Micks.
The most challenging acting
opportunity is offered in the
character of Davies, the hirsute
old tramp who is offered a job as
caretaker by both brothers. The
challenge is more than well met
by Murray Horwitz and Michael
Johnston. Horwitz gives Davies
an amazing depth of character.
Through numerous clever ges-
tures and excellent voice im-
personation, Horwitz is more
than convincing as the wizened
old man. He rasps, shuffles, jit-
ters, flounders, casts jerky
glances out of the corner of his
eye, he nearly creaks with age.
He is able to evoke both pathos
and disgust in the same line.
See CARETAKER, Page 8
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THE KENYON 'BACKERS
1
by John Smyth
L-
-,-- -- : vv,, a;
4 j v If
b XHeroes of Two Generations of Lords
Veteran Gary Pendergraph Rookie Roland ParsonIII lllS first. tKiroo IT r, . . MHUUUon o-Uap- tain Gary
"Pinkv" P uJtr!
"sp oeen a valuable starter, anallii xconference hnebacker and the team's most valuableSero S fear 311 th6Se things as weI1 as- - alongwith Co-Capta- in r John Greller, the foundation uponwhich Kenyon is building its new all-o- ut footbaU pro-gram. A team with half of its starters freshmen needsan unusually strong foundation, and Pinky, an unusuallystrong character, fills his position with enthusiasm andleadership to spare.
Kenyon's all-o- ut football isprogram Pinky's way ofPlaying ball: a 100 effort and a deep rooted determina-tion to win. I couldn't be happier with the new system,"says Pmky, "It isn't wrong for Kenyon because it is thesystem of winning football." Pinky feels that this is theShTS5? aPPraCh th3t ne to collegefootball. "The system helps build a lot of character in
at1 ifc is a with no room for apathy1I" hat'S 3 reason why a lot of people don'derstand the system. It teaches a lot more than foot-ball. The youth of the team, says Pinky, is not as greata handicap as some may believe. "Experience in footballis the experience of how much it takes to win a footballgame. You have to extend yourself emotionally to agreat extent and you must have the experience of know-ing what it takes to win."
Linebacker Pendergraph calls the Lords' defensiveZlr? 18 t0 b6at fr any PPsinS backsplanning to gam yardage against the Lords. Pinkvdiagnoses offensive plays instantly and at one time oranother he gives most opposing backs a strong and veryunpleasant memory of being tackled. Gary was an All-Oh- io
center at Mentor High School and he is called onto give the snap in Kenyon's punting situations
?ivps
Pmky S Tm value however, is the moral boost heZnTJV0 team- - He CaUs for a fcH effortfrom all of his teammates. "He is the essence of a greatfoo baU player," fellowsays linebacker Roland ParsonYou ve got to show him you're trying. When every-thing else is going wrong, Pinky picks you up." In theHrram game Pmky rarely sat on the bench; a? the timeswhen he was not playing he incessantly paced up anddown the sidelines encouraging his teammates. In the
play He huddled the team together, called the defensivesignal, then ran to the sideline, had the finger pulledback in place, and ran back out, not missing a play.
Radiant high spirits are an inseparable part ofPinky His bouncing stride, freckled warm complexion
and red hair give him away even before one is in rangeof his burlesque wit. During the summer after his sopho-
more year he married Becky Traucht and they havedhve happily ever since on Ward Street. Through Becky'sinfluence Pinky's weight has risen from 185 to 205 and
Knlfv's ' drbed Sb0Ve 3 B average- - SPsh is
W I T 3fter eraduaon he hopes to teachSpanish and coach football at the secondarylevel.
Kenyon will lose greatly upon Pinky's graduation ashis irreslstable energy, good nature and frLdliness ar
extremely rare.
Roland Pa
has defied the laws of "collegiate experience" in his top'
backer
Perf0rmanCeS this year as Pendergraph's co-lin- e-
Rnlay lenyn, fanS Wh had not aware ofRoland in the early stages of the season were duly im-pressed by his heads-u- p play in the Centre game, durinwhich it became rather monotonous nSwatching hinitaclde after tackle. By the Marietta game he had beTme
ickleTTr0 0n T CCaSin Streaking downfieW to?n
20 yardv i start., ? d7n-boun- d Pineer halfback who had aAfter this game he was voted lineman of
S1X f0t' 208 P0Und frame is bhsteringlv
out trie nnfliinrQfi-- o j. t i- uo ui a great lineoackerParson collected three varsity football letters at Mc- -S nd ty US S6ni0r7f h0, year he was cap-- Di ean!ld the M Inter"High HnebackerC ' (i.e ,KnS; M Kenyn he sometimes substitutes hishnebackerws position for that of the shifting "K" orMonster" mar, Roland has found the Lords' team ve
S SCh01 team-
- "rt Was hard,'"eSRdandola "sometimes you wondered whether it was worthit, but it payed off in the end. Here there are not asmany incentives, like girls for instance, and it is a littleharder to keep up on your schoolwork." Roland looksback to h s High School team with satisfaction'Le hiteam started with a 3-- 6 record, went to a 4-- 5 record thenext year and won the championship his senior year
Sfir?XPSUre t0 Kenyn came Iat yearwhen Tracy Scudder visited McKinley. But he doubtsthat he would have ever come to Kenyon if John Grellerhadn t visited him during Christmas vacation. "I sent inthe application right after I met Bear," explains Parsonhe really got me interested. Then I came and saw Ken-yon m the middle of February, which everyone says ishe worst tune But I really liked Kenyon
- it was whatI thought a college should be like. The big schools aremore like miniature cities than colleges. Besides, Ifigured that even if everyone else at Kenyon turned outto be a jerk, I knew Bear."
Roland feels that Kenyon's workouts haven't beenterribly tougher than his High School workouts But th-sea- sonhas not been easy on him. "It's hard putting out
tt rVr th6n g6tting beaten eve week. Youthink of how we're togoing beat these teams next yearand the year after, but it's hard." Roland has found histeammates a great help in keeping his spirits high. "Wekind of keep each other up. Sometimes when I'm downthey pick me up and visa-versa- ." Fast as he is (100
nas trouble with pulledom --rankles These are his only physical weakpoint and hetapes them carefully before every game and practice. "Aslong as I can walk on them they're good enough to playon, explains Roland, and so far he hasn't missed a gameRoland has not declared a major yet, but he isleaning somewhat towards economics. He has no plans
Won0!0 7 f the "
1 cam toKenyon It should give me a good background for manythings." All m all, Roland has been pleased with KenyonHis only disappointment is not altogether rare in Gam-bler: To me Kenyon would be perfect if I only startedugetting some dates."
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Morse Livens
P. E. Programs
by Ron Smith
Kenyon's physical educationprogram, much d
finds itself in the unenviable posi-
tion of having to sell itself to alargely uninterested, if not down-
right hostile.
' " wujr.truth is, thoueh. that th ,,
edition of the phys. ed. depart-
ment differs a eood
general conception of Hill veter
ans. A recent intprvi
Athletic Director Phil m,.,.
brought out some relevant facts.
The general msVwm t-- Ij vjx Llit.program, he explained, is design-
ed to meet both t.hp
"
t--- i. tot aiiuthe needs nf tVm cf,.ni
His philosophy divides the de-partment into four areas sports
appreciation. rerrpaH-.- n
and physical fitness. The inten-
tion is to give the student an un-derstanding and appreciation of
the rules, skills, and Ptinnotp t, -- vfcn ui
various activities. j.jplaced on comprehension of
method and technique ratherthan the building of Ail-Am- eri
can athletes in seven weeks.Coach Morse looks fnr
show up in continued participa-
tion outside class lines and inimproved and
. vnjvj nuicintramural activity.
To achieve these pnHs tv,p
neglected phys. ed. program hasbeen surorisinirlir i,o- -j "juvcudiea.Old standbys such as basketball
softball, and archery, of course'
still stand. Alongside them,
though, come reactivated sports
like bowling and handha 11 nnn.jtinued instruction in scuba div- -
"'S, Pius such additions as
skiing and canoeing. The ski
course will teach fundamentals,
with trips to either Clear Fork
or Snow Trails, transportation
mianeu. spring will find ca-
noeing showing basic skills andknowledge, with at least one sub-
stantial excursion on tap. Other
courses, physical fitness in partic-
ular, will be modified. Emphasis
can be placed on asnpntc cv.
weights or gymnastics, with less
attention paid to running the
mile.
One can see the enthusiasm and
r1"'"!' r oach Morse in thePhysical makeup of the athleticplant itself. The entrances andgrounds are more attractive thelocker room is better planned,
and new equipment and space for
weights, boxing, and wrestling
are available.
In keeping with th
PE attitude Coach Morse wouldbe pleased to hear any construc-
tive ideas to maltP tho w,
K-'-'S- X dillmore responsive to student inter-
ests. He feels that "Tr, 0, i,, CAj;Ua.ing the student to a vri0t" "A J uipnysical activities.
introduce him to something he
i.nu tu oe oi lasting value."
The Alcove
Mount Vernon
Restaurant Cocktails
Dine at Dorothy's
Beer - Sandwiches
Open 8 a.m. to 11:45 pjm.
Monday - Saturday
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Raiders Beat Lords 24-- 0
by Bob Maclniyre
On a night not ideal for football, or anything outdoors
for that matter, the Kenyon Lords played three quarters of al-
most flawless football against the Purple Raiders of Mount
Union, only to lose 24-- 0 after three fourth quarter scores by
the Mount. It was a cold, hard night for Kenyon. The tem-
perature was in the low 30's and there was a strong howling
wind out from the north at 20 m.p.h. However, the football, for
three quarters, was good, Kenyon, a smaller and more inex-
perienced team, outplayed Mount Union for three quarters. But
they collapsed in the fourth period against the powerful Purple
Raider attack.
The first half was the best the
Lords have played all year. They
kept Mount Union from scoring
and threatened twice. The first
half was mostly an exchange of
punts, as both sides became ac-
customed to the adverse ele-
ments. At the half, the score was
0-- 0, and to those watching the
game it appeared that the Purple
Raiders were stronger, but had
met their match in an aroused
Kenyon team.
The beginning of the second
half was much like the first. The
Lords got a big break midway in
the third quarter when they
recovered a fumble on the Mount
Union seventeen yard-lin- e. From
there they couldn't advance the
ball and it went over on downs
to Mount Union. After that the
game was all Mount Union. They
scored late in the third period
and, using two Kenyon fumbles
inside the 20 yard-lin- e, chalked
up two touchdowns and a safety
in the fourth quarter.
OBSERVATIONS
After not being able to move
the ball from the 17 yard-lin- e in
the third Quarter, the Lords
seemed to lose their punch. And
after the first Mount Union score
the tide had turned. The Lords
Rubenstein
Continued from Page 1
strategies. After the fall of Jeru-
salem in 70 AD, the Jews fol-
lowed the Javneh policy calling
for submission, respect and re-
straint. The Roman Empire and
the Catholic church, in persecut-
ing the Jews, tried to protect
their own culture and contain
Judaism. "Had Jews not subli-
mated their anger during this
period, they would have perish-
ed," Rubenstein feels.
However, 1943 German and
Polish ghetto Jews saw that "they
could not hope for anything by i
accepting degradation." In the
age of the Death of God, there
were "no moral consequences and
mass extermination had become
technologically and psychologi-
cally feasible the rules of the
game had changed and the Jews
had not gotten the message." The
policy of domination and con-
tainment had been superseded by
the policy of annihilation, usher-
ing in the current Dark Ages."
Because of the Death of God,
we must also accept the concept
of Machiavellian power politics.
Men can only survive and main-
tain their security by trusting
themselves. Moral principles, in-
ternational organizations and
foreign states offer no deterrent
to aggression. Power and inter-
est determine the relation be-
tween people. "Jews will survive
not by justice or brotherhood but
solely by depending on them-
selves," Rubenstein declares.
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as is characteristic of any team
that hasn't experienced victory
lost their composure and confid-
ence after the first score by the
Mount. The Lords looked like a
good football team for three
quarters, but lost their steam in
the fourth period.
The defensive team played
heroicly for most of the ball
game. It was the offensive team
that was lacking. The ground
game netted minus three yards,
and last Saturday's weather was
inimical to throwing many passes
successfully. Once again the
Lords got close, but not close
enough.
In the waning moments of the
ball game, when it was evident
that Mount Union had won, they
continued to press for one more
score an inexcusable display
of poor sportsmanship. In the
locker room after the game the
disappointment and dejection of
defeat hung oppressively. But
there was enough of the right
kind of resentment to carry over
to next year. And in the words
of one player, "Every dog has its
day."
Mount Union
Kenvon
After learning this lesson from
World War II, Jews asserted the
"Massada" policy of resistance
and counter-aggressio- n. They re
pulsed Arab attacks in 1948, 1956,
and 1967. Despite the Arab claim
to territory based on two thous-
and years of control, the Jewish
rationale persisted. "Instead of
being nice guys," Rubenstein as-
serted, Jews determined to take
and preserve what they believe
they need." It was Homcoming.
Jews were no longer in exile and
they had the security of a home-
land which they had defended
successfully.
Jews watch the world scene,
jealously guarding their position.
In Israel, the Jewish majority
watches the Arab sectors fearful-
ly. Arabs are an isolated minor-
ity with different language and
customs they represent a po-
tential fifth column within Is-
rael," Rubenstein warns.
The United States is a White
Anglo-Saxo- n Protestant country.
This cannot and should not be
changed, Rubenstein says, so a
Jew must remain something of a
stranger." We watch our Christ
ian colleagues warily for tend
encies to minority persecution,"
he said. "But why do Jews stay in
America?" Rubenstein asked.
"Part of the theme of the
twentieth century is exile," he
answered. The Jew in America is
less secure than he would be in
his homeland. But in exile, he
can make the most of his creative
potential," Rubenstein asserted
in conclusion.
on the Square
Hotel Curtis
Mount Vernon
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Kenyon Chosen to Play at Wheaton
In Mid-Easter- n Soccer Tournament
by Richard Gelfond
A new and outstanding page
was written in Kenyon College's
athletic history book yesterday
when the team accepted a bid
to play in the Mideastern NCAA
Reginal College Soccer Cham-
pionships. The Lord's fine team
learned of the bid two days ago.
This is the first Kenyon soccer
team in history ever to receive
such an honor. Under the able
tutelage of Coach Robert Harri-
son the team compiled a sparkl-
ing 6-- 3 record.
The team's first game will be
on Friday, November 17th,
against Lake Forest College. The
action is slated to begin at ap-
proximately twelve noon. The
Mideastern Regionals will be
held at Wheaton College, in
Wheaton, Illinois.
The team will travel by bus
and will leave on November 16th.
According to NCAA champion-
ship rules, only 16 players are
allowed to participate in any one
game.
While several weeks ago the
by Chip Lowery
With locks draped over his ears, clad in
double-breaste- d jacket, kaleidascope lie, and
pin-stripe- d bell bottom pants imported from
Carnaby street, Ned Smyth indeed defies the
traditionally conservative 'prim and proper'
"image" of the ail-Americ- an athelete. During
party weekends, attired in such psychedelic
costumes, Ned looks like Sergeant Pepper
prancing around the dance floor performing
the "Funky Broadway." However, despite the
unruly appearance, which might seem io
some atheleiic theorist offensive to the so-call- ed
athelete's code of dignified conduct and
positive attitude, Ned in fact, has become the
most lethal offensive threat in Ohio soccer.
"Snedley," as his teammates call him, is
a product of the Millbrook School, an es-
teemed soccer power in eastern prep school
compeiion, where he teamed with the other
half of the "Millbrook duo," Chip Lowery, to
comprise the nucleus of the team's scoring
punch. As a freshman last year, Ned's scoring
potential sputtered because he "found it diffi-
cult to fireup on a losing team," and, subse-
quently, only managed to register four goals.
Ned, however, found the necessary inspira-
tion in this year's rejuvenated squad and
emerged with three all-lim- e Kenyon sccring
records io testify io his superb soccer talent.
Specifically, the right wing scoring ace tallied
ten goals and ten assists io establish unprece-
dented marks in most goals scored, most as-
sists and most total points in a season. More-
over, he is the current scoring leader in the
Ohio Conference scoring race.
Coach Harrison boasts thai Smyth is a
"scoring threat any lime he has the ball." To
justify this contenlion, one only needs to lake
notice of Ned's complete repertoire of athe-
leiic skills. Perhaps Ned's most spectacular
attribute is his speed which he aptly demon-
strated when he swept laurels in the 100 and
2C0 dashes in the intramural track meet last
spring. The shifty speedster, whom Harrison
refers to as "Mr. Perpetual Motion," produced
several of the Lord's goals this season by
simply oulhustling the adversary in 'fast-brea- k'
situations.
More valuable, though, is the Ned's
unique knack of capitalizing on scoring op-
portunities. The crucial factor in the develop-
ment of this talent is shooting accuracy. A
skill that Ned sharpens in the hallways of the
East Wing as well as in practices. During the
Cedarville game, the winger exhibited the
power and precision of his kick when he
blasted a 40 yard side-lin- e boot into the up-
per left hand corner of the net. Because of his
accurate kick, Harrison has assigned Ned re-
sponsibility for the penalty kicks, of which he
scored two in three attempts, and for the
Computer
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ting a completed questionnaire.
This questionnaire, prepared
specifically for the unique sort of
Ohio college student, is comprised
of twenty-fou- r inquiries into the
nature of the applicant and his
Ideal Date. Physical and intellec-
tual attributes; personality and
social qualities; and information
revealing background, interests,
and sexual attitudes are asked for
in this multiple-choic- e question-
naire.
Kenyonian Match is an out
soccer team thought it might
have played its last gai.ie for the
year, the players have now hap-
pily resumed practice for the big
tournament. The grind once
again will be hard, including
strict adherence to training dur-
ing Fall Dance Weekend. How-
ever none of the players seems to
mind very much as they look
ahead with hopeful and deter-
mined eyes towards Wheaton,
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Greg Spaid
Kenyon's scoring record holder Ned Smyth
with his coach. Bob Harrison.
corner kicks, of which five were converted
into scores.
Occasionally, "Snedley" resorts to his
clever ball-handlin- g tactics to evade the
enemy. Spectators have frequently been im-
pressed by the jig-lik- e dances and acrobatic
stunts that he has used to befuddle opposing
defenseman. Believe it or not, the scoring ace
has even been known to pick a pass out of
mid-ai- r and punt it twenty yards while doing
a hand-stan- d.
What makes Ned a great athelele instead
of just a good athelete, though, is his instinc-
tive ability to remain cooly composed under
pressure. Because of his sly craft and subtle
playmaking, Harrison has appropriately dub-
bed him "the thinking man's soccer player."
Ned, though, is not the egotistical, arrogant
super-sta- r who is concerned with glory.
He often has sacrificed a "sure-goal- " by pass-
ing to a teammate. The ultimate appeal of
this athelete, moreover, is that he is genu-
inely modest about has sensational scoring ex-
ploits.
It is evident, then, that Ned has mastered
all the attributes necessary to the constitution
of a complete athelete. What makes him a
super athelete is the cunning and subtle play-makin- g
which can only be described as
growth of an attempt made last
year, under the same name, to
initiate a satisfactory mixing and
matching system on the Kenyon
campus. Gaynon expressed con-
fidence that this years' program
will far surpass last years rather
lopsided attempt born in mid-
winter lethargy. More Kenyon
men are expected to participate
Compliments of
Peoples Bank
of Gambier
Member of F.D.I.C.
this year, as well as ever increas-
ing numbers of co-e- ds from Lake
Erie, Western, Otterbein, Ohio
Wesleyan, Chatham and Denison.
The Kenyonian Match question-
naires will be available in Pierce
Hall within the next two weeks,
during which time large-scal- e
distribution of these will begin on
the other participating campuses.
Welcome To
Ringwalt's
Men's Shop
Downtown - 1st Floor
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Singers Show Improved Mastery
by Larry Glass
Criticisms come and go, and
despite all the unfavorable eval-
uations and prognostications, the
Kenyon Singers with Frank
Lendrim continue to advance
their mastery of the choir trade.
And this is wholly admirable. I
could only regret the shortness of
this Saturday' night's concert,
simply because the program was
noteworthy and the singing unex-
pectedly good. In general, I found
the men's voices were louder,
deeper, and more resonant than
in past performances. And what
is more, the upper-ten- or and
counter-ten- or registers were fil-
led in as they haven't been. It
does not seem to rash to say that
the selections each emphasized
some capacity of the men's choir
but the program's variety, for
once, did not point up any em-
barrassing weaknesses.
Among the men's songs was the
stirring, nearly martial "Monk's
March" a Welsh folk song with"
a vengeance . . . followed by
Robert Tait as soloist in an un-
usually well-arrang- ed and well-sun- g
base version of the old
standard, "Shenandoahfj" (the ar-
ranger Roger Williams). Soloist
Thomas Ulrich sensitively mas-
tered "The E'-RI-- E," an American
folk song that demands a quick
pace, sharp enunciatiori, and close
timing to push its lively humor
across. As usual, the Lake Erie
side of the concert was first-rat- e,'
balancing the Lord's folk orienta-
tion with the classicists Bartok
and Schubert. The repertoire of
Lake Erie's College Choir seemed
peculiarly limited to two works,
neither of notable length, but
each, in its own right, effective.
Bartok's "Don't Leave Me" is a
slow, moanin' affair that con-
trasts nicely with Schubert's
"Standchen," a pitter-patt- er of
voice and piano.
As a matter of efficacy and tra-
dition, the choral concerts at Ken-
yon end with the amalgamation
of all the participating choirs
and who wants to break with tra-
dition? Perhaps Choral Director
Wingard of Lake Erie and Frank
Lendrim are introducing an in-
novation within the older tradi-
tional framework, and the inno-
vation would seem to be in rec-
ognition of the difficulties in-
volved in putting together the
work of two distinct choral units
given a short span of time. It the
past, the result of such efforts
has been somewhat discouraging
because the musical selections
were of a nature to require subtle
and quick timing. The singers
often have three cue-give- rs: the
director, the piano, and other
singers. For all intents and pur
poses, one or more of these
sources of order and discipline
falls by the wayside when two
or more choral groups are incor-
porated at the "last minute." Sj
it seems to have been a wise de- -
Plans
Continued from page 2
movies, or whatever else (within
the law) people want to do or
see.
The big questions I'm raising
are: Does this seem a good idea?
Do you think it's needed now, or
as soon as the women's college
comes? Is it too much to expect
that this could work as a com-
munity project?
Jeffrey Fisher '68
Barncord Shoe Repair
Soling and Heeling
37 Public Square
Mount Vernon
cision on someone's part to have
chosen for the concert two of the
slower and less mechanically de-
manding portions of Bach's "Mass
In B Minor," the result being one
of the best performances of the
combined choirs. Henry Purcell's
"In Praise of Music" also seems
Stokely
Continued from Page 4
political participation to include
more people in the decision-makin- g
process. Assimilation into
white America is not the goal.
But achieving a status of equality
through their own efforts rather
than reliance on the white power
structure is their goal.
For Carmichael and Hamilton,
a black-whit- e coalition will not
produce the desired results, and
integration is one of the myths of
coalition. For all coalition be-
tween blacks and whites so far in
America have been on "whitey's"
terms. There are three myths of
coalition that black power elimi-
nates. First, that in the context
of present-da- y America, the in-
terests of black people are iden-
tical with the interests of certain
liberal, labor and other reform
groups. Second, the assumption
that a viable coalition can be ef-
fected between the politically and
economically secure and the po-
litically and economically inse-
cure. And third, that political
coalitions are, nor can be sus-
tained on a moral, friendly
sentimental basis by appeals
to conscience. What Black
Power substitutes is black rule
where it is politically feasible
as in Tuskegee or Lowndes
County Alabama, or in Newark,
N. J. or Cleveland. Where the
black community does not ap-
proach a significant number, they
should organize their numbers to
elect as many representatives re-
sponsible to the black community
as possible, and only in this man-
ner will blacks be able to achieve
equality through the system,
though in spite of it.
A word about the authors is
probably necessary before I con-
clude. Stokely Carmichael, form-
er chairman of SNCC has been
involved in the Civil Rights
movement since 1960. He is per-
haps best known today for his
rather outspoken criticism of the
United States policies in Viet
Nam, the Middle East, and the
handling of the race riots in the
nation's cities. Charles V. Hamil-
ton, a participant and advisor to
to have been chosen with euch
considerations in mind, although
its syncopation sometimes caught
one choir following a cue that the
other wasn't.
In any event, we can now an-
ticipate future concerts without
misgivings.
Council
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($64,000) did not sem to be mak-
ing itself felt in the Saga budget.
Boyer pointed out that the food
service had bought $20,000 in new
equipment, but did not attempt to
account for the balance. Butt
used the phrase "hidden cost of
education" and intimated the
College used the extra raise in
the fee for other purposes.
Other discussions ran to some
length on details of the food serv-
ice, running from quality of
seconds to unstirred orange juice
at breakfast. In general, Boyer
said he has made some quality
progress in the last three weeks,
and hopes to work out complaints
in the near future.
Civil Rights crganizations, is
chairman of the Department of
Political Science at Roosevelt
University, Chicago.
The two of them have written
a book whose message is clear:
Black Power is the last reason-
able opportunity for a society to
work out its racial problems short
of prolonged guerilla warfare.
Their belief in this premise
makes this work a far more seri-
ous presentation of an ideology,
and puts a damper on criticism
of it that merely passes on it as
radical, senseless and dangerous.
Perhaps I can agree with this last
point, though, for Bfack Power is
indeed dangerous, and it is dan-
gerous to that white power
structure I have described ear-
lier. It is dangerous in that it is
unsparing in its criticism of token
gestures which have no effect
towards truly ending the colonial
subjugation of the Negro in
America. In this respect, danger
is essential because seemingly
only violence cracks through the
hard white wall of resistance in
this country. Perhaps the explo-
sions in Newark and Detroit will
finally lead to a realistic exami-
nation of what has been done for
the Negro in this country, and
what needs to be done starting
right now. In light of the tragic
consequences of continued indif-
ference, we can only hope it does.
RUSSIAN REVOLUTION
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turned against the Bolsheviks. The lead sentence in the Times on the thirteenth summed
it all up: "The Bolsheviks Revolution in Pelrograd is reported to be approaching collapse."
The editorial page came out for Kerensky in a complete change of attitude. The editor pray
ed the Premier would learn from his mistakes and crush "that madness that rules in Petro-grad- "
mercilessly. Kerensky could still do it!
Then on the fourteenth the word begain to filter out Trotsky: "Kerensky is retir-
ing, and we are taking the offensive." The West refused to believe it. It was a Red news re-
lease, obviously lying.
But on the sixteenth, the news struck for good main head of the Times: "Kerensky
Army Reported in Flight." There was no doubt.
The editorial page carried no editorial, but only a poem by H. T. Suddoth entitled
"Russia as Laocoon." It said in part: "Then came these slimy serpents, huge and bold, And
round her (Russia) wrapped their deadly coils and cold!"
In the Soviet Union, that snow was falling.
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Suffice it to say that thorough ex-
amination of Arab claims and the
reasons for their position is sorely
needed for a sound public opinion
in the U.S. Of course, recognition
of the Arab side of the story
doesn't mean support for Arab
policy. But breaking the stereo-
types of the noble Israeli, val-
iantly defending his home and
family, and possibly the shrines
of Judiaism and Christianity,
against vast hordes of uncooth,
bloodthirsty, and hopelessly ob-
tuse bedouin types would go a
long way to bringing about a
reasonable appreciation of the
complexity of the Palestine ques-
tion.
Arabs bear a good bit of the
responsibility for their poor pub-
lic image in the West. When
Gamal Abdel Nassar publicly re-
solves to drive Israel into the
sea no one can help but react vio-
lently against him. Thoughtlessly
applied Egyptian censorship in
Cairo during the first hours of the
bombing of airfields near that
city in June prevented journalists
from filing reports of the bomb-
ing. Thus it wasn't immediately
apparent in the West who started
the war. But on the other hand,
how many reports of the destruc-
tion of Arab villages on the West
Bank, and the "encouragement"
given Arabs in the occupied lands
to leave their homes over reach
the West- - The Arabs' poor use of
communications media, the bias
of Western journalists them-
selves, censorship on both sides of
the Suez, and the simple fact that
there are many Zionists in Amer-
ica and few Arabs are all ob-
stacles to an enlightened Ameri-
can public opinion.
Despite Nassar's rash state-
ments and popular opinion to the
contrary, it is far from the truth
to suppose that the Arabs are
bent on genocide. The Arab aim
is the abolition of the state of
Israel, not the annihilation of the
Jewish people living there. While
this doesn't sound much better to
Western ears, perhaps Arab aims
are redeemed if you add the
qualification that their objective
is to abolish the racial character
of the present state of Israel. The
idea of an integrated Israel with
Arabs participating at all levels
of society and government is
probably the only kind of an
Israel that will not forever be
anathema to the Arab sensibility.
How realistic it is to work toward
such a state is another question.
One West Banker recently fled
from his home in Jerusalem sums
up a good deal of Arab sentiment
COOPER-BESSEME- R
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Caretaker
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Operating within a less extensive
range of action and voice, John-
ston was able to portray Davies
quite well. His make-u- p was
most unfortunate though. In cer-
tain light he appeared gray,
corpse-lik- e, his eyes bulging. His
hair was reminiscent of maybe
Pecos Bill, but not an old man,
and quite out of character. John-
ston's moans and whimpers were
animal-lik- e and very effective.
The Caretaker remains an enig-
ma. Amateur interpretive efforts
usually don't add to the play's
significance. Think of it as per-
haps an ingeniously complex
creation sort of like yourself,
only it was consciously devised
and executed in a mock-u- p edi-
tion for the stage by one Harold
Pinter. Attempts at explaining,
interpreting, analyzing Aston,
Mick and Davies would be as tall
an order as asking yourself for
self-explanatio- ns, self -- interpretations,
self analysis. Neither task
is impossible but the question is
are they futile?
In The Caretaker Pinter deals
with many unsolved problems,
all desparately human and uni-
versal. I wish it were possible
and feasible to say to all those
who want a more detailed insight
into the play, "mail a self-address- ed
stamped envelope and 25
cents in coin (no stamps please)
to: The Caretaker, Harold Pinter
Explications Inc." But I can't.
Anyway, chances are you'd get
an enigmatic reply from some
custodian.
Relations
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dously impressed someone some-
where. My contention is, though,
that if only so many things can
be handled, P.R. should try for a
better balance.
P.R must be re-organi- zed so
that it can function without Mr.
Edwards.
Kim Byham '70
when he says: "For myself, I
would rather never regain my
homeland than negotiate some
kind of settlement that would al-
low Israel to keep in peace what
she has taken from the Arabs.
We Arabs are many. Now we
may be weak, but someday we
will not be we will learn to
use modern weapons and then
we will take from Israel what is
rightfully ours." His sentiments
are typical tin the expression of
hurt and the Arab sense of honor,
a kind that we no longer sub-
scribe to in the West, that makes
the Arab resolve to either suffer
or right the injustices that have
been dealt him, rather than com-
promise his principle for immedi-
ate gains. While it is not easy to
shed unreasoned Jewish sym-
pathy and all too easy to regard
this type of statement as a mark
of barbarism in the Arab world,
still I am convinced that any set-
tlement that will provide lasting
peace in the Middle East must
somehow give expression to just
this sort of Arab feeling. A set-
tlement that provided for the re-
integration of some of the more
than one and half million refu-
gees into the Israel state might
be the beginning of such a last-
ing peace. While such a solution
may seem highly unpalitable to
Israel and her supporters, in the
long run it might prove the wis-
est course for her. One of Zion-
ism's aims was to provide a Jew-
ish homeland where the people
could live in peace and security,
free from the persecutions of a
hostile world. Looking at the sit-
uation today, I wonder how suc-
cessful Israel's present policy can
be in achieving that end.
